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The journey begins
The practice boards must be prepped as you would any surface before 
painting.



Once sanded down and dusted off, the 1st coat of paint 
applied

The team who just met are working in harmony, its great to watch.



Prep second piece, a kitchen cupboard door.

Lightly sanding down main board ready for painting



After adding line work, using a spirit level

Start cutting in chosen colour, slow and steady around objects and to a line



Our purpose of teaching 
how to paint cupboards 
doors is its one of the 
easiest ways to transform a 
kitchen, so a job the 
women may want to carry 
out at home or for friends 
and family.

Applying paint finishes to 
kitchen cupboard doors by 
roller and brush.
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The Work Experience -
All three women are transferring the skills learned in practice to the real  job at hand. Filling and sanding  
preparation is the most important job at the start.



Cutting in the colour onto walls 
The women work as a team under the instruction of a profession 
tradeswomen decorator to get the job done, always mindful of 
what they learned when applying paint and their cutting in skills 



Its all about the 
getting the finish 
right.

Using roller and brushes 
professionally for the first 
time.



Before and after

• Practice and work experience 
completed just got to tidy up.



Basic tiling workshop
A recently added element to our interior decorating course and run by a 

professional tradeswoman trainer.



Hands on using all 
the tiling tools and 
machinery

Learning enough to carry out a small job for 
friends or family. She may even like tiling so 
much and wants to go to college.  We can help if 
this is the case.



Two days tiling and 
the women learned 
measuring, cutting 
applying adhesive 
and grouting and 
laying out tiles to 
shiny finish.



CSCS Card Training Over the last three days we help our 
participants to get the CSCS card.  They 
complete the online H&S Awareness course 
and take the two tests at the local test 
centre.  We run a laptop loan service just to 
make life easy to study at home too.



Participant 
Presentation 

Day

We  celebrate our 
participants 

achievements, teams' 
skills, individual goals 

and success.  We arrange 
interviews with National 

Careers Service, we 
invite employers, and 
any other stakeholder. 

Our Participants 
Presentation event is our 

kind of ‘topping out’.



That is 13 days of learning 
and first steps to becoming a 
Tradeswoman.

Thank you to everyone who made this possible.
The feedback has been great, look out for our case 
study coming out soon.  
We will be in Maidstone next.

We are always looking for community spaces to paint so 
drop us a line if you can help.

owecic.office@o-w-e.org.uk
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